[1] This paper proposes a model of the link between the pulsing radio signals from Saturn (Saturn kilometric radiation), known to be most intense on the morningside, and the rotating magnetic (cam) field structure identified on low-latitude orbits. On the high-inclination orbits of the Cassini spacecraft in late 2006, large-scale azimuthal deviations of the magnetic field, corresponding to upward field-aligned currents, have been detected in the late morning sector. There is evidence that their intensity is modulated by the rotating cam magnetic field, the periodic field structure seen deeper inside the magnetosphere. It is proposed that the local intensification of field-aligned currents that gives rise to the modulation of the radio signal occurs in conjunction with the passage through the morning magnetosphere of the swept-forward sector of the perturbation field imposed beyond the shells that carry the cam currents. The morningside magnetosphere is unique as a region in which not only does the magnetopause compress rotating plasma inside the magnetosphere but also magnetic shear develops between the magnetic shells of the middle magnetosphere and an outer region of magnetic field swept back by the solar wind. The link between radio pulsing and magnetic rotation arises through the interaction of the cam currents with structures unique to this part of the magnetosphere.
Introduction
[2] A most remarkable feature of Saturn's magnetosphere is the slow variation of the period of the pulses of radio emissions in the kilometric band. Saturn's kilometric radio wave emission (SKR) was discovered in the Voyager era [Kaiser et al., 1980] . The power was found to vary periodically in intensity [Desch and Kaiser, 1981] at a period initially supposed to be that of the rotation of the deep interior of the planet. The source of the modulation was puzzling. Azimuthal asymmetry of the planetary magnetic field could account for changing intensity of radiofrequency emissions as it does for the analogous higherfrequency radiation from Jupiter [e.g., Gulkis and Carr, 1966] . The internal field of Saturn appears nearly axisymmetric [Connerney, 1993; Giampieri and Dougherty, 2004] , with no more than 1°of tilt relative to the spin axis, so the cause of the modulation has remained mysterious.
[3] If the radio modulation is indeed related to the rotation of the interior, observable changes of the period would not be anticipated on the scale of a year, as is seen. Ulysses data from 1994 to 1996 first revealed that the period varies by of order of 1% per year [Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000] , a rate far too large to arise from changes in the rotation period of a body with massive inertia. Subsequent analysis of magnetic field data in Saturn's magnetosphere from Voyager spacecraft flybys demonstrated that the magnetic field also varies periodically [Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000; Espinosa et al., 2003a Espinosa et al., , 2003b . The periodic radio and magnetic signals have both been present continuously since 2004 in data from the Cassini Saturn Orbiter and the periods of the two signals vary in the same manner Andrews et al., 2008] . The base period of the SKR was on the order of 10.67 h in the Voyager epoch [Desch and Kaiser, 1981] and has been on the order of 10.8 in recent years [Giampieri and Dougherty, 2004; Giampieri et al., 2006; Kurth et al., 2007 Kurth et al., , 2008 . However, while the source of the radio signal pulses appears not to rotate with Saturn [Warwick et al., 1981] , the magnetic signal is a rotating structure [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007] .
[4] In this paper we start from the hypothesis that the SKR pulses and the rotating cam magnetic field have a common source. We seek to identify a mechanism that links the modulation of the radio pulses with the rotating magnetic signature and accounts for observed features of the SKR signals such as the reported likely source location in a preferred local time sector (late morning) at latitudes >70°a nd modulation by the solar wind [Galopeau et al., 1995; Cecconi and Zarka, 2005; Zarka et al., 2007] . The source of the slow evolution of the periods of the linked phenomena has yet to be identified (but see suggestion by Dessler [1985] ), and we make no firm proposal here, although we raise the issue at the end of the paper.
Heuristic Idea
[5] We start our investigation of the link from a heuristic idea. We envision schematically a phenomenon in which a rotating object without axial symmetry (e.g., a cam) periodically strikes a fixed site where a pulse is excited as shown in Figure 1 . How can the magnetosphere generate such an interaction? For the rotating element we appeal to the cam current system described by Southwood and Kivelson [2007] and suggest that the rotating asymmetric phenomenon that modulates SKR is a magnetic cam with m = 1 axial asymmetry. Let us assume that the fixed site is also a magnetic feature. What magnetic ''interaction'' might cause radio emissions to peak? It is believed that the SKR radio signal is generated by a cyclotron maser process [Wu and Lee, 1979; Pritchett and Strangeway, 1985] in regions where energetic electrons precipitate along field lines [Galopeau et al., 1989] . Precipitation of electrons is common in auroral regions where field-aligned currents flow out of the ionosphere at relatively high latitudes, possibly on field lines threading bright auroral spots [Kurth et al., 2005] . Thus, one would expect to find a relation between the SKR phase and the intensity of upward field-aligned current in the morning sector. Correspondingly, if the cam currents govern the SKR intensity, one should find a relationship between the phase of the cam rotation and the intensity of field-aligned currents in the morningside magnetosphere at distances that map to high invariant latitudes where they trigger SKR.
[6] Let us consider why the currents driving SKR might be localized in the morning sector. Field-aligned current arises where there is a shear in a magnetic field transverse to the background field. Magnetic shear is present in the morning sector of the outer magnetosphere, becoming greatest on magnetic shells separating flux tubes that extend back into the tail relatively close to the magnetopause from an inner region in which flux tubes bend little out of meridian planes. This magnetic shear is induced by a viscous interaction between the solar wind and the plasma inside the magnetopause. In a slowly rotating system such as the magnetosphere of Earth, the antisolar flow driven by the solar wind drags outer magnetospheric flux tubes antisunward in both the morning and evening sectors with little asymmetry about noon. At Saturn and Jupiter, however, rapid rotation results in considerable asymmetry. On the morningside the drag of the solar wind reinforces corotation lag in the outer magnetosphere, leading to strong azimuthal shear of the field [Galopeau et al., 1995] . On the eveningside, the drag must compete with corotation lag and the shear is not large. The morning-afternoon asymmetry arising from this process has been confirmed at flanks of the Jovian magnetosphere [Khurana, 2001] as shown in Figure 2 . At Saturn, as at Jupiter, the flux tubes in the rotating magnetosphere are swept back as their equatorial crossings approach the morningside and the sweepback manifests a strong morning-afternoon asymmetry.
[7] The morning-afternoon asymmetry of Saturn's field is evident in Figure 3 in which the azimuthal component of the magnetic field measured by the Cassini (FGM) magnetometer is plotted for four orbits that cross from high southern to northern latitudes on the dayside. The plots showing the spacecraft position in radial distance and invariant latitude versus local time appear to contain single traces because the orbits differed little. Thus the features of the azimuthal field that are similar in all traces characterize the background magnetic structure. (We will return to discuss the dips near 1100 LT that differ greatly from orbit to orbit.) If the field were swept back symmetrically in the morning and afternoon, one would expect the sign of B 8 to change across noon (as well as across the equator), and its magnitude to be symmetric. The orbits cross the equatorial plane at $1330 LT, so if the system were morning-afternoon symmetric, one would expect that similar patterns of B 8 variation versus invariant Figure 1 . Schematic of a mechanical cam whose rotation delivers a periodic impulse to a fixed plate. This sequence of images should be viewed cyclically from top to bottom and again from top to bottom. The illustrated process generates an impulse at the same spatial location once each rotation. It is presented as an analog to the process through which Saturn's rotating magnetized plasma can drive periodic SKR radiation. latitude would be detected inbound and outbound because the same shells are encountered in the afternoon northern hemisphere as in the morning southern hemisphere. Instead, despite some variability, the magnitude of B 8 is in the range of 5 -15 nT in the morning hours but averages only 1 or 2 nT a few hours after noon. Within the morning sector, as Cassini moves from high to low southern latitude, B 8 systematically decreases; that is, the field is sheared. Where the field is sheared, field-aligned currents are flowing. The current system generated by the solar wind -induced shear differs in an important way from the cam signal. The two systems have different latitudinal symmetries. The solar wind stress bends magnetic flux tubes out of meridian planes -with the primary force/stress applied near the equator. The largest bends in the field are found near the equatorial crossings of the flux tubes, but the azimuthal and radial magnetic perturbations vanish there; that is, the sense of associated field-aligned currents reverses at the equator. In contrast, Southwood and Kivelson [2007] have shown that neither the azimuthal (B 8 ) and radial (dB r ) transverse field perturbations that characterize the cam nor the fieldaligned currents that generate those perturbations change sense across the equator. Any mechanism linking cam rotation with the pulsing of SKR that invokes solar windinduced stress effects must take account of the lack of shared symmetry with respect to the equator. Evidently as the cam currents rotate, the currents imposed by solar wind stress will alternately add to (or oppose) the cam currents in one NS hemisphere while opposing them (or adding to them) in the other.
[8] Additional north-south asymmetry of stress-induced shear arises from fact that the conductivity of the northern and southern ionospheres differ slightly except at equinox as a consequence of the tilt of the rotation axis relative to the orbital plane. During the Cassini epoch thus far, the rotation axis tilt has been that of southern summer. Accordingly, the southern high-latitude ionosphere on the morningside has been in sunlight with a higher electrical conductivity than the shadowed northern hemisphere ionosphere. The conductivity difference is likely to be on the order of a factor of 4 (S. W. H. Cowley, private communication, 2008) . In such a situation (here we focus on 2006) the sunlit southern ionosphere exerts a larger drag on magnetospheric flux tubes than does the northern ionosphere. In a dynamic situation, the northern ionospheric feet of flux tubes would move faster than those in the south. In a quasi-static situation where the ionosphere is rotating more or less with the neutral atmosphere, the displacement of the northern foot from its notional meridian in response to solar wind drag would be greater than the displacement of the southern foot and one would expect the currents flowing into the ionospheres to differ.
[9] The above discussion suggests that an analysis of magnetic shear effects, or correspondingly of sources of field-aligned currents in the magnetosphere, may hold a clue to the action of a rotating cam magnetic signal in generating SKR. Here we use Cassini magnetometer data acquired during the Cassini high-inclination orbits in 2006 to detect in situ the large field-aligned currents that we believe are the likely source of the radio signal. We develop a model that accounts for a peak intensity radio signal coming from the southern hemisphere (at the present Saturn season, i.e., southern hemisphere tilted toward the Sun) and from the late morning sector local time (LT) sector [Galopeau et al., 1995] . The fundamental role of solar wind stresses, both pressure and drag, in the mechanism means that the reported modulation of the SKR signal by the solar wind [Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000; Zarka et al., 2007] is explained naturally. Sadly, as noted in the conclusion, the work brings us no further to identifying the reason for the slow variation in period or the m = 1 azimuthal structure.
Magnetic Periodicity at Low Latitudes
[10] We start with a brief review of the relevant observations of the low-latitude magnetic perturbations modulated at a period close to that of planetary rotation. Just prior to Cassini's arrival at Saturn, Espinosa and Dougherty [2000] and Espinosa et al. [2003a Espinosa et al. [ , 2003b reanalyzed the Pioneer and Voyager magnetic data and reported periodic modulation of the magnetic field components. The signal did not decay with distance from the planet as it should for an internal source. Moreover, the signal polarization was also inconsistent with an internal source. Espinosa et al. seen only within a core region of the magnetosphere on magnetic shells whose equatorial crossings are within a radial distance of about 10-15 R S of the planetary surface, ending roughly where the planetary dipole field ceases to dominate the total field [Arridge et al., 2008a] . Clear periodic magnetic signals are also detected beyond 12-15 R S (R S = Saturn radius = 60,268 km). The periodic signals continue out to very large distances (>30-40 R S ) but with a different polarization. Their structure is nearly sinusoidal at high latitude but is more irregular and much less sinusoidal at low latitudes.
[11] Figure 4 is a plot from Southwood and Kivelson [2007] . Figure 4 (top, middle) shows the two components of the perturbation magnetic field transverse to the offset dipole: dB r , B 8 , measured during a consecutive series of Cassini equatorial passes between January and August 2006. Here dB r represents the difference between the measured B r and the SPV model field [Davis and Smith, 1990] with an additional small empirical correction designed to remove the effect of an equatorial ring current from the dB r signal. If the oscillations evident in the plot were imposed by rotation of a dipole (21,160 nT at the equator) tilted by 1°, near equatorial measurements would reveal oscillations of B 8 and dB r , with peaks of B 8 leading peaks of dB r ; the amplitude of oscillations in B 8 would become as large as 4 nT at the equator at 4.5 R S and would drop to 0.37 nT by 10 R S . The oscillations of dB r would be twice as large. Both the amplitudes and the phase relations would thus differ from the observations shown in Figure 4 .
[12] The data shown have 1 min time resolution but have been filtered to smooth out short-period (<1 h) signals. The ordinate is not time but rather a phase introduced by Southwood and Kivelson [2007] based on the time-varying period defined by Kurth et al. [2007 Kurth et al. [ , 2008 . Like the position of the spacecraft expressed in planetary longitude, the phase is taken to depend on both time and the spacecraft position as if the planet/SKR source were rotating. The ordinate is thus the predicted phase at the spacecraft local time in a system that rotates about the planet at the longterm period given by the Kurth-Lecacheux model SKR phase. We will refer to this modified phase parameter as the ''spacecraft-frame Kurth phase'' or SFK phase. It differs from the longitude of a body in orbit around Saturn as defined by Kurth et al. [2007 Kurth et al. [ , 2008 only by being expressed in radians and defined such that on the spacecraft it varies continuously. Except where the spacecraft comes Davis and Smith [1990] for their Saturn field model based on Pioneer and Voyager measurements. As Cassini moves from high to low southern latitude on the morningside, B 8 systematically decreases; that is, the field is sheared. Although similar radial distances and invariant latitudes are encountered in the afternoon, the amplitude of changes in B 8 is much smaller. The data are color-coded with red, green, black, and blue representing the orbits with closest approach on 27 October, 8 November, 20 November, and 2 December, respectively. very close to the planet this means it increases monotonically, as it does on all orbits considered here. We prefer to identify the parameter as a phase in order to avoid the suggestion that meridian planes of the central body rotate rigidly. Figure 4 (bottom) indicates the spacecraft position in local time (red trace) and radial distance (black trace). The data shown cover times when the spacecraft was within a radial distance of 15 R S . The orbits are almost repeatable. Periapses are all between 4 and 6 R S at local times between 1100 and 1500 LT. The overall range of local time covered is from 0400 LT through to the vicinity of midnight. The spacecraft remains within a degree of the planetary equatorial plane for six of the eight orbits and is within 15°for all. The peaks of the B 8 signal are seen to be separated by full cycles of SFK phase. The markers help reveal the quadrature relationship between radial and azimuthal components.
[13] The plot of Figure 4 illustrates not only the regularity of the oscillations from orbit to orbit but also the ordering by SFK phase. There can be little doubt that at low latitude within 15 R S of the planet there is a rotating magnetic signal with period given by the model SKR period. The amplitude of the azimuthal component (typically $2 nT) does not appear to vary much with either local time or radial distance. There is, however, some evidence of a decrease in the amplitude of the radial component as one approaches the planet.
[14] Southwood and Kivelson [2007] developed a model of the perturbation field. Because of the way that the periodically varying transverse signals change character across magnetic shells crossing the equator at a distance on the order of 10-15 R S , they speculated that the source currents for the cam flow on magnetic shells (of the background field). The periodically varying azimuthal magnetic perturbation inside of the current-carrying shells is symmetric about the magnetic equator, which requires that sheets of field-aligned current couple the northern and southern hemispheres. The intensity of the model current varies around the planet like the sine of the azimuthal angle. Figure 5 illustrates the form of the field that would be produced by the postulated currents flowing on a dipole shell L = 12. Near the equatorial plane and within the current-carrying shell, Figure 5 (left) shows that the perturbation field differs little from a uniform field. As the shell rotates, an observer would detect quasi-sinusoidal oscillations in dB r and B 8 with dB r leading in phase, close to what is observed near the equator and inside r = 11-15 R S . Outside the shells and near the equator, Figure 5 (right) shows that the perturbation field approximates that of an equatorial dipole. This dipole adds to the axial dipole of Saturn's internal field so that the total field resembles that of a rotating dipole tilted with respect to the spin axis. Details of the current closure through the ionosphere are not specified.
[15] Southwood and Kivelson's [2007] conclusion was based on examination of data from 2004 to mid-2006, during which time the spacecraft orbit was not greatly inclined. The range of magnetic latitudes covered was always within 30°of the magnetic equator and for much of the time Cassini remained in an almost equatorial orbit. Subsequently, Andrews et al. [2008] showed that there is also a compressional (dB q ) component in the perturbation signal thus complicating the overall picture of the source but not changing the necessary presence of current along the background field.
Magnetic Data From High-Inclination Orbits and Estimating Cam Phase
[16] In the last quarter of 2006, Cassini went into a series of highly inclined orbits. The critical data for this paper come from these orbits and from the late morning -noon sector at times when the spacecraft passed through the highlatitude southern hemisphere. Large transverse field displacements were detected as the spacecraft crossed magnetic shells whose invariant latitude (calculated from the SPV field model) was on the order of 70°, meaning the spacecraft was on precisely the magnetic shells identified by Southwood and Kivelson [2007] as likely to carry the cam source field aligned current. However, the rapid motion of the spacecraft in latitude and radial distance precludes a firm association of the perturbation with the low-latitude cam.
[17] Complicating matters is that although the cam periodicity is remarkably steady over the long-term there is jitter on a cycle by cycle basis. Kurth et al. [2008] report a change in the sense of the secular change of phase in the radio signal starting in mid-2006 and including the period of interest here. Kurth et al. [2008] even find evidence for the presence of a second, shorter radio pulse period. The newly detected changes in period are, however, small: on the order of one cycle in 1 year [see, e.g., Kurth et al., 2008, Figure 1] . Our purpose here is not to track precisely these changes in period. Rather, we are interested in the potential relationship relation between the high-latitude magnetic signal and the equatorial signal at the time of the high-latitude encounter. In any one cycle the uncertainty introduced by the long-term trend identified by Kurth et al. [2008] is on the order of one degree. This is less than the real-time jitter observed in the signal. Accordingly, we ignore it and use a very direct way of estimating the phase of the cam signal at the time of the spacecraft passage through the currents crossed at $70°i nvariant latitude (evaluated in the southern hemisphere).
[18] We adopt a period in the 10.8 h range identified by Kurth et al. [2007 Kurth et al. [ , 2008 and deduce the phase by extrapolating back from the apparent phase of the cam signal identified near the equator about 6 h after detecting the high-latitude current. Using data from all six passes for which the phase of the current system can be inferred (plotted in Figures 6 -10) , we show that the largest transverse magnetic perturbations occur when the spacecraft crosses the high southern latitude portions of the magnetic shells on which the cam currents are flowing upward from the southern ionosphere. The amplitudes of the large transverse field displacements are bigger (by a factor of 2 -3) and more abrupt than the cam signals detected at lower latitudes.
[19] Figure 6 is a plot of data from a pass at high southern latitude in November 2006. Figure 6 (top) shows the B r and B q field components versus time. A dashed trace, which represents an axisymmetric offset model dipole field (SPV model), lies too close to the measured values to be resolved, that is to say, the dipole model describes these two components of the field to within 10 nT. Figure 6 (bottom), which has a different ordinate scale, shows the third field component, B 8 and DB r and DB q , the differences between the measured radial and southward field components and those predicted by the SPV dipole field model for which B 8 = 0.
[20] Before turning our attention to the B 8 component, we consider DB r and DB q . Separating the effects of rapid spacecraft motion in both latitude and local time requires care but some features seem clear. The DB r signal is dominated by a reversal in sense, almost, but not quite, symmetrical in latitude. Such a signature is consistent with the effects of a ring current displaced slightly with respect to the planetary equator, the offset naturally understood as the combined effects of the antisolar tilt of the planetary axis in the early Cassini years and the asymmetry of the interaction with the solar wind [Hansen et al., 2005; Arridge et al., 2008b] . The ring current is also partly responsible for the dominant features of the DB q signature. There is a clear depression in this field component throughout the dayside passage, but the field depression partially recovers in a region centered on midday and extending over about an hour on each side. Fuller analysis is reserved for elsewhere, but one can note that a similar effect is seen on other passes. The changes near noon are presumably related to the magnetic compression associated with Chapman-Ferraro (CF) currents on the subsolar magnetopause. The presence of the ring current and CF currents greatly affects how field lines map from the spacecraft at high latitudes to the equator, making suspect estimates of L shell based on a dipole field model. On the other hand, in following a field line from a high-latitude observing point to the ionosphere in the same hemisphere, the contribution of the fields of external sources is fractionally small at the starting point and becomes increasingly unimportant with approach to 1 R S . The dipole field model can be used with little uncertainty because the deviation between the model field and the data remains less than 11% (reached at the left-hand and righthand edges of Figure 6 ).
[21] Ancillary data on spacecraft position are shown under Figure 6 . Labels below correspond to the time tick marks on the abscissa. During the interval shown (1 day), the spacecraft travels in local time from dawn to dusk. The spacecraft radial distance varies from $8 R S (dawn) to 4.7 R S at closest approach near 1300 LT returning to $8 R S near dusk. Nominal L shell and invariant dipole latitude (calculated for a centered dipole moment) are shown in the second and third rows of data. The solid vertical marker indicates the location of the magnetic equator where the spacecraft passes from the southern to the northern hemisphere. The gray lines show where B 8 switches sign. To the left of the left-hand dotted marker and to the right of the right-hand dotted marker, the field perturbation is such that the total field is bent out of meridian planes. The signs of the radial and azimuthal fields change as the spacecraft moves from the high-latitude regions on the morningside (left of the first dotted marker) to the high-latitude regions on the afternoonside (right of the second dotted marker). In both regions the field twists out of meridian planes in the sense imposed when equatorial plasma flow lags behind corotation. As described above in the discussion of the effects of solar wind stress, the degree of bending differs on the morningside and eveningside.
[22] What is most dramatic in Figure 6 is the steep gradient in B 8 seen as the spacecraft moves equatorward from high southern latitudes on magnetic shells corresponding to an invariant southern latitude of 71-75°. (Mapping is carried out along the SPV model dipole field.) The second gray line is at approximately the same invariant southern latitude in the late afternoon (1630 LT) where a B 8 perturbation is again present. Here, however, the change in B 8 is far smaller than in the morning sector.
Relationship to the Phase of the Cam Field
[23] The morningside jump in B 8 takes place on nominal dipole L shells that lie between 9.5 and 15 (invariant dipole latitudes of 71 -75°; that is, roughly the range on which Southwood and Kivelson [2007] located currents proposed as the source of the cam magnetic signals detected at low latitudes in the inner magnetosphere. The relationship between the signals observed at high and low latitudes is illuminated by Figure 7 , which presents the data of Figure 6 (bottom)differently.Figure7showsthreetraces,DB r ,DB q ,B 8 , B 8 , here plotted versus the SFK phase [Kurth et al., 2008] instead of universal time. Once again ancillary data on spacecraft position (radial distance, R, model dipole L shell, and local time, LT) are given below the abscissa at each tick. Because the tick marks are evenly spaced in SFK phase and the angular speed of the spacecraft is not uniform, the time marks are not evenly separated. The SFK phase, indicated with dashed vertical markers, is measured in radians (arbitrarily taken as 2p at the equator crossing, implying that 0 corresponds to the spacecraft location on 8 November at 1240 UT).
[24] Comparison of the plots of Figures 7 and 4 illustrates that at similar radial distances, B 8 (green trace in Figure 4 and solid trace in Figure 7 ) varies differently as the spacecraft moves rapidly in latitude from the way it varies when the spacecraft remains at low latitude in the inner magnetosphere. The dominant feature of the B 8 signature in Figure 7 is the reversal in sense detected on 8 November between 1932 and 2142 UT. Assuming that the change detected is due to the spacecraft's crossing a spatial gradient in B 8 , the most likely source of the abrupt perturbation is a sheet of field-aligned current. The sense of current required is upward from the southern hemisphere ionosphere. It would thus be associated with downward moving auroral electrons, also likely to be the source of SKR emissions.
[25] As noted previously, the 2p phase marker (Figure 7 , black vertical line) has been placed where the spacecraft crosses the planetary equator (as is evident from the radial distance matching the L shell value). At 5 R S radial distance this would place the spacecraft firmly within the cam field region. With this in mind, note that the B 8 signal has a peak, as would be found (radially) inside of the region in which the cam current flows into the southern ionosphere. As the amplitude of the peak ($2 -3 nT) is in the range of the cam perturbation (as is evident from Figure 4) , it is sensible to identify the cam as the source of the low-latitude B 8 signal. The dashed vertical marker labeled p is separated by half a cycle of SFK phase. The steep gradient, here encountered at a latitude near À50°, is detected at a phase at which a trough of the B 8 cam signature (corresponding to current flowing upward from the southern hemisphere) would be observed inside of the current-carrying shells at the local time sector of the spacecraft ($1100 LT). At the high latitude of Cassini, the field rotation encountered has a strong negative B 8 signature on the low-latitude side, as would be expected if the spacecraft crossed the cam current shells. However, the peak negative amplitude (À16 nT) is perhaps 6 -8 times larger than that of the low-latitude signal and so one cannot make any immediate connection.
[26] A second very similar example of a field-aligned current signature from 2 December 2006, day 336 is presented in Figure 8 . Here again increments of the rotationally adjusted SKR model phase are marked at multiples of p. Ticks are annotated with time, L shell, invariant latitude, and spacecraft local time. In this case, a peak of B 8 is encountered at low latitude in the early afternoon (1300-1400 LT), just before the spacecraft crosses the equator in the vicinity of the dashed vertical marker. A marker to the left in Figure 8 marks a half cycle earlier when, at the local time of the spacecraft, a trough in B 8 cam magnetic signal would be observed at low latitudes. Just beyond the marker, B 8 decreases precipitously at a location where the total field is 270 nT in the radial (dominant) and theta directions. Because of the recurrence of such signatures in roughly the same part of the magnetosphere on multiple orbits (i.e., compare Figures 6 and 8) , we rule out any short-term time-dependent interpretation and argue that the spacecraft crossed a sheet of field-aligned current flowing out of the southern ionosphere. The currentproducing gradient flows over a range of L shells from 11 to 15 near 1000-1100 LT at latitudes near À50°. Once again the large negative B 8 excursion matches the sense of the cam current expected in this sector at low latitudes but again the local amplitude of B 8 is 6-8 times larger than the amplitude of the cam at near-equatorial latitudes. A link between the signatures may appear circumstantial.
[27] If the high southern latitude signatures are imposed by the rotating cam currents, the cases of Figures 7 and 8 correspond to encounter with the current system near the peak of the upward current. Evidently, a useful test of the link to the cam current would be to examine a case in which Cassini passes through the high southern latitude morning LT sector at a different phase of the low-latitude B 8 signal.
Fortunately such examples exist. Figure 9 shows measurements for a pass on 20 November 2006 quite similar in local time and latitude to the passes examined in Figures 6-8 . However, in this case the spacecraft crosses the currentcarrying L shells at the SFK phase of the peak in B 8 at low latitude, and we use this peak to infer the phase. The righthand dashed vertical marker is placed where, shortly after passing through the equator just sunward of 1400 LT, the spacecraft encounters a trough in B 8 rather than the peak seen in a similar location in the two previous examples. One then infers that half a cycle earlier, a spacecraft moving inward would cross a downward cam current and thus observe first negative and then positive B 8 . In Figure 9 , half a cycle before the equator crossing, as indicated by the double-headed arrow, the spacecraft is at high southern latitude (again near À50°) and a gradient in B 8 is encountered. Again the range of nominal L shells where the gradient occurs is 10-13 ($72-74°dipole invariant latitude). The local time is between 1030 and 1130 LT. On this occasion, unlike the two previous examples, B 8 does not change sign, and the amplitude its change is relatively small. In part, this is because the amplitude of the displacement in B 8 present on the magnetic shells poleward of the field gradient is smaller than in other cases presented, possibly as a result of unusually low solar wind dynamic pressure. In addition, the sign of B 8 does not change on the equatorward side of the gradient, consistent with the interpretation of the observed signature as a superposition of the sweepback current and a downward cam current.
Further Examples
[28] In this survey of passes from the last quarter of 2006 there are only two additional passes that crossed the highlatitude regions where field-aligned currents can be identified and also crossed the equator inside of the cam current region where B 8 can be used to establish the SKR phase. The survey cuts off on 15 December 2006 before the end of the year because on the last pass in late December perigee had moved so far out that the spacecraft did not penetrate the cam current region. The top and bottom parts of Figure 10 show contrasting situations. In both cases the spacecraft crossed a localized upward current sheet near 72°invariant latitude, as evidenced by a sharp rotation in which the B 8 component reversed sign. We suggest that during the event plotted in Figure 10 (top), the spacecraft passed through the cam current system at a time when it was flowing upward but at a phase at which its intensity was less than its peak intensity. In the event plotted in Figure 10 (bottom), we suggest that we passed through the upward current near its peak but on a day when the current intensity was overall unusually weak, as we next discuss in detail.
[29] On 27 October 2006 (Figure 10, top) , the spacecraft encounters a peak in B 8 (at the dashed vertical marker labeled 2p) just before its equatorial crossing (solid line). A large negative gradient of B 8 at high latitude occurs about a quarter of a cycle earlier. This signature of a field-aligned current is centered near the nominal 73°invariant latitude shell. Following our interpretation of the large field rotation at this invariant latitude as a crossing of the rotating cam current system, the phase that we have identified implies a current upward from the south, and thus a localized negative gradient of B 8 versus time. Because the crossing occurs roughly 1/4 of a cycle after the passage of the peak of the upward current, the magnitude of the jump is expected to be smaller than in the events of Figures 7 and 8 . The relative magnitudes are consistent with this expectation. In the cases of Figures 7 and 8 the negative excursion was 6 -7 times bigger than the equatorial cam amplitude. Here it is only 2 -3 times larger that the peak equatorial amplitude, that is, the signature is linked to a crossing of the rotating cam currents but not at their peak intensity.
[30] The final example is from 14 December 2006 (Figure 10, bottom) . The azimuthal field in the swept-back region at the highest southern latitudes is weaker than in the other cases we have examined and indeed, once the equator is reached, the cam signal is somewhat weaker as well (<2 nT amplitude). On this pass, the spacecraft latitude changes slowly, and consequently a complete cycle of the low-latitude cam is seen in the plot, although the nearequatorial peak in B 8 is obscured by the presence of a higher-frequency disturbance with an amplitude larger than the cam signal. Two substantial B 8 gradients are detected at high southern latitudes on this pass. The large perturbation centered on day 348 at 1850 UT does not readily relate to cam currents. It occurred at higher L value and invariant latitude ($20 and $77°) and at earlier local time ($0900 LT) than any of the other events in the 3 month interval that we analyze here. The decrease is followed immediately by an increase almost to the original value of B 8 . Such a signature could arise if a sheet of field-aligned current passed back and forth across the spacecraft. It is possible that the cam current system moved back and forth in latitude but it seems to us more likely that on this pass Cassini just brushed a higher-latitude current system of the kind discussed by Bunce et al. [2008] and associated by them with the open-closed field line boundary. Closer to Saturn, Cassini encountered a second large perturbation close to the locations of the other events presented in this paper. The gradient at $72°invariant latitude near the beginning of day 349 occurs as the spacecraft passes from nominal L = 13 to 11 at local time 1100 -1200 LT and shows a negative field displacement at its equatorward edge. This is consistent with the phase of the cam currents deduced on the basis of the peak seen after the equatorial crossing (Figure 10 , third dashed vertical marker).
[31] Before discussing what we have inferred from the data presented above, it seems appropriate to explain why we do not discuss observations made on Cassini orbits after 2006. All of the passes that we have examined here start at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere near 70 -72°d ipole invariant latitude (i.e., L shells beyond 14-15) on the morningside, pass through the equator just postnoon and continue into the northern hemisphere in the afternoon sector. The orbits repeatedly traverse the same portion of the dayside magnetosphere. We do not continue into 2007 because subsequent orbits do not cover the same latitudes and local times; the features encountered differ from those we have presented here. On orbits that followed in January and February 2007, Cassini began to encounter field lines that map (dipole mapping) to invariant latitudes as high as 80°. Large field-aligned currents were detected in regions near noon but are unambiguously of different origin. They are observed in a region where the field was greatly depressed, evidence that Cassini penetrated regions of direct particle access at the dayside cusp. Some of the data were acquired coincident with an HST observation campaign with results reported in a paper by Bunce et al. [2008] .
Inferences From Data
[32] In interpreting the signatures presented in Figures 6 -10 , we emphasize the unique field and plasma configuration of the outer magnetosphere in the morning sector. It seems likely that the draped flux tubes encountered in the morning sector are closed; numerous passes from the early Cassini orbits showed that the magnetopause at dawn was typically well beyond a radial distance of 14-15 R S [Arridge et al., 2006] , flaring outward away from noon. In this part of the magnetosphere and south of the equator, B 8 is positive and B r is negative, corresponding to a swept-back field. The field configuration is thought to result from antisolar drag by the solar wind that acts to increase the draping of the field resulting from corotation lag. By contrast, in the afternoon sector the antisolar drag of the solar wind opposes corotation lag and flux tubes bend little out of meridian planes.
[33] Near L = 15 on the morningside, as the spacecraft moves inward, there is a change of bend-back (see Figure 3) where flux tubes bent back by a combination of solar wind drag and corotation lag overlay the core region of the magnetosphere that contains the rotating cam field. The change of B 8 (and not the dominant field components) as the spacecraft moves inward implies that a sheet of fieldaligned current is flowing upward from the southern ionosphere. Analogous changes of field configuration in Jupiter's outer magnetosphere were also ascribed to fieldaligned currents by Kivelson et al. [2002, Figure 7] . However, in the case of Saturn, the observed change of B 8 in the high-latitude morning events we have identified is sometimes more abrupt and larger than that arising from the changed draping of the global field. The amplitude of the additional change (and the intensity of the implied sheet current) is consistent with being governed by the (local) SFK phase, which leads us to believe that the abrupt field rotations observed are related to the cam current system [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007] . The total currents flowing in the region of interest are largest when encountered in the morning sector at the phase corresponding to current flowing upward from the southern ionosphere. At high latitude (but not at low latitude), the spacecraft crosses the flux tubes carrying the cam current in a time short compared with a cycle of SFK phase, so we are able to identify a change of sign of B 8 consistent with crossing the sheet current. The largest negative displacements are those of 8 November and 2 December, and these are roughly 6 -7 times larger than the amplitude of the oscillating B 8 field at the equator (2 -3 nT [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007] ). This increase in amplitude is consistent with the convergence of flux tubes with latitude. If the field-aligned cam currents flow from ionosphere to ionosphere on dipolar field lines, as in the model, the amplitude of the B 8 perturbation will vary with latitude (l) as (cos l) À3 . A $2-3 nT amplitude at low latitude would increase by a factor of 3.8 and would thus correspond to an amplitude of $7-11 nT (or $14 -22 nT peak-to-peak) at 50°latitude. The net change in B 8 , which is observed to be as large as $30 nT, can be considerably larger than the change that would arise from the cam current alone. More specifically, Figure 3 shows that above 72°invariant latitude, B 8 is on the order of 15 nT, but it drops to $À5 nT below 70°. The change of 20 nT adds to the signatures we have linked to cam currents at almost the same location. It seems that jump of $30 nT in the largest signatures that we have considered results from the superposition of currents from two different sources, a current fixed in local time that confines bend-back to the outer morning magnetosphere juxtaposed on the peak of the rotating cam current. Where the amplitude of the rotating cam currents is not at maximum, the net current is smaller. For the case of Figure 9 , the high-latitude B 8 that we interpret in terms of antisolar drag by the solar wind is only about 10 nT. The cam signal predicted would produce a positive change of B 8 as Cassini moves across the currentcarrying shell from high to low latitude. When this relatively small perturbation is superposed on the change of B 8 related to bend-back, the draping of the magnetic field decreases but does not change sense. In other words, B 8 does not reverse sign but it is clear that there is still a current present.
[34] The link of a portion of the strong current signature to the swept-back configuration of the outer magnetosphere implies that the solar wind can modify the characteristics of the current system. Whether the solar wind would merely affect the intensity of the currents or could also modify the periodicity [Zarka et al., 2007] is a problem that we do not address here.
Summary and Proposed Scenario
[35] SKR is a pulsing signal whose dominant source is localized and nonrotating; the magnetic cam signal is a rotating signal. The signals are modulated at the same period and show the same temporal drifts of that period. A simple mechanical analogy of the link between the rotating cam and the pulsing radio source is shown in Figure 1 , which demonstrates how a rotating object with low-order azimuthal asymmetry can drive a localized periodic pulse. The feature providing low-order azimuthal asymmetry is the cam current system and the pulse represents the periodic enhancement of SKR power. SKR is generated by energetic electrons precipitating along field lines linked to the high-latitude ionosphere. Those energetic electrons are systematically present where intense upward field-aligned currents flow in the auroral zone [e.g., Evans, 1968; Ergun et al., 2001] . The power in SKR should become most intense when the field-aligned current flowing upward from the southern morningside ionosphere is largest, and this happens every time the peak of the cam current upward from the south rotates into the morning sector.
[36] Our scenario for the link between SKR and the magnetic field starts by envisaging that there is a core magnetospheric region of magnetic shells that are pervaded by the rotating cam magnetic field signal. The region extends to somewhere beyond 10-12 R S in the equatorial region, at the boundary of the region in which a dipolar field dominates [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007] . On magnetic shells in the morning sector outside this region there is a region of strongly swept back field. In the southern hemisphere the sweepback appears as a positive B 8 . It seems that the regions are distinct and that in the morning sector the A09201 SOUTHWOOD AND KIVELSON: SOURCE OF SATURN'S RADIO EMISSION swept-back region is pressed against the core region of the magnetosphere. The pressure at the interface increases with local time because plasma in the outer magnetosphere experiences compression as it rotates from dawn to noon in response to the decreasing distance to the magnetopause (as discussed for Jupiter by Kivelson and Southwood [2005] ). Between the outer and inner regions field-aligned currents flow where the orientation of the azimuthal field changes.
[37] The swept-back field is at best weakly modulated by the magnetospheric periodicity and is always positive in the southern hemisphere. On the other hand, the cam magnetic field signal in the interior rotates fairly smoothly and thus gives rise to the regular passage of an azimuthal perturbation that adds significantly to the antisolar B 8 of the outer magnetosphere once per cycle. Correspondingly, the fieldaligned currents flowing on the boundary at L $ 11 -15 between the regions are modulated. In the southern hemisphere the peak field-aligned current flows upward toward the equator and thus would be associated with electrons moving toward the southern ionosphere. The electrons are likely to be the source of the SKR signal. The amplitude of the radio signal itself would be expected to be proportional to the current amplitude.
[38] The scenario suggests a mechanism through which the solar wind can affect the SKR signal [Zarka et al., 2007] as the degree of magnetic sweepback is likely to be associated with solar wind stress. Moreover it also indicates why the morning sector is the likely source of the pulsed SKR signal. On the afternoonside the sweepback is less than on the morningside as we have illustrated with Figure 3 . This may be understood as a consequence of the fact that in the postnoon sector rotation lag and solar wind drag forces are opposed, thus reducing the tension produced in the magnetospheric field in the boundary layer. Moreover, as described in an explanation of the morning-afternoon asymmetry of the plasma sheet in the Jovian magnetosphere [Kivelson and Southwood, 2005] , flux tubes rotating through the noon meridian should also be constricted by the solar wind pressure in the subsolar region. Once past noon, a flux tube can expand as it continues to rotate and the rotation is further aided by the net pressure of the solar wind which is tailward and thus in the direction of rotation.
[39] With the scenario given one might expect that the SKR power would peak twice per rotation, once when the cam current flowing upward from the southern ionosphere reinforces the currents that terminate field draping there and once when the cam current flowing upward from the northern ionosphere reinforces the oppositely directed current that terminates field draping there. However, there are good reasons to believe that currents flowing from the northern ionosphere would be weaker than those in the south because of the low conductivity in the northern winter season. This would explain why the peak SKR radiation links most directly to the southern hemisphere source and why the peak emissions occur only once per rotation period.
Discussion and Conclusion
[40] The work here throws considerable light on the linkage between the two dominant periodic features of Saturn's ionized environment, the radio pulsing and the rotating cam signal. It casts little light on the most intriguing problem of all, what exactly controls the periodicity of the signals. It is generally accepted that there is a small secular change in the period, a variation on the scale of a minute a year. In early 1980s at the time of the Voyager flybys the period was determined using the radio wave instrument on the spacecraft as 639 min + 24 ± 7 s [Desch and Kaiser, 1981] . Subsequently, in the 1990s, the very sensitive radio instrument carried by the Ulysses spacecraft revealed a change in the Saturn radio emission frequency [Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000] and indeed over time there was a slow variation such that by the time of Cassini's arrival at Saturn in 2004 the period was on the order of 647 min. Since then the period has both increased and, starting in 2006, decreased [Kurth et al., , 2008 . It may well be that the deep planetary rotation period is substantially different from the radio/magnetic period. Anderson and Schubert [2007] have provided arguments for a 632 min, 35 s period obtained from gravitational and other atmospheric data independent of magnetic or radio data. Subsequently, as noted already, Kurth et al. [2008] found that emissions at a similar period accompany the longer-period signal in the radio data at frequencies below the SKR frequency.
[41] It is generally accepted that the secular change in period precludes the radio period's being the true planetary rotation period [Stevenson, 2006] . Attempts have been made to link the radio/magnetic periodicity to ionized material motion in the magnetosphere. Gurnett et al. [2007] and Goldreich and Farmer [2007] analyze how ionized material originating from geyser action and the resulting torus at Enceladus' orbit just outside the rings of Saturn is transported across the magnetic field outward and eventually lost into the interplanetary medium. It seems clear that the rotation is imposed on the transport process at least in the inner magnetosphere. However, it is less clear how the slow and fairly steady variation in rotation period would be imposed directly by such a process. Indeed the inertia associated with the ionized material near the magnetospheric equatorial plane is slight compared with that in the upper atmosphere and ionosphere and it is more likely that the jitter seen on the scale of individual cycles is what can be attributed to local magnetospheric plasma phenomena. Periodic injections of energetic material that rotate about the planet have been detected by the Cassini MIMI instrument [Paranicas et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2006] . These again are more likely to pick up the underlying periodicity in the magnetic field and to provide dynamics that create jitter than to be the source of a long-term evolution of the period.
[42] What else changes on the time scale of the secular period change? The orbital period of Saturn is on the order of 29 years and so the time scale of changes in the period ($10 years) is of the order of the time scale of seasonal changes represented by the change in solar aspect angle. Equinox at Saturn is due in 2009. It is noteworthy that the Voyager encounters with Saturn took place shortly after equinox one Saturn solar orbit ago.
[43] What seasonal changes could impact the periodicity observed in the two magnetospheric phenomena linked in this paper? Hemispheric differences in the atmosphere and ionosphere are sure to be modulated as the season changes.
Wind systems in the upper atmosphere might well differ between northern and southern hemispheres and the differential insolation varies with season. From a magnetospheric point of view, a very important hemispheric difference is that the different illumination of the two polar caps at solstice causes the conductances of the two polar caps (that are responsive to solar illumination) to differ. A further seasonal effect, unique to Saturn, is that the extent and location of the shadows cast by the large ring system in the planetary atmosphere varies over the 29 year orbital period. This effect will also produce large hemispherical differences in insolation and in ionization of the upper atmosphere. In this case it is the low-latitude atmosphere rather than the polar caps themselves that is affected, but flows could produce secondary effects at high latitudes.
[44] The insolation of the rings themselves will vary with season. The rings are rocky and appear to have some associated dust. The most dramatic evidence for electrodynamic effects in the rings is the occasional occurrence of spokes which seem to rotate in a non-Keplerian manner [see, e.g., Mitchell et al., 2006] , consistent with effects related to a charged dust environment. However, the electrical conduction properties of the ring system as a whole are not yet understood and so there is reluctance to speculate on any global influence of the rings on the magnetospheric periodicities. The ionosphere and the rings or an ionized ring atmosphere are all likely to have sufficient inertia to sustain a mechanical stress sufficient to cause a departure from the underlying deep planetary rotation.
[45] The fact that the cam magnetic field transverse to the background field seems not to change sign at the equator argues that the currents do not close through equatorial plasma, and thus suggests that the source field-aligned currents flow from hemisphere to hemisphere. The fieldaligned currents exert a fortiori no force on the ionized medium through which they flow. They are an agent for transmission of momentum and angular momentum. It is thus in the global closure of the currents (i.e., where they flow across the field) that one will discover where the momentum is extracted and deposited. Closure in the planetary ionosphere seems probable as there are not likely to be significant conducting paths within the magnetosphere other than in equatorial regions, but is not clear whether the primary closure is on open field lines connecting to the solar wind in the polar cap or through subauroral latitudes on flux tubes that are closed. It is clear that the cam field-aligned currents are seen on those flux tubes on the interface between the dipole-dominated inner magnetosphere and the extended current sheet region of the outer magnetosphere, that is, precisely on the magnetic shells where the planetary dipole ceases to dominate plasma dynamics.
[46] The scenario that we have presented here does not address the question of the drift of the dominant magnetospheric modulation, but it does provide an explanation for the localization of peak SKR power in the morning sector, for the close link between the SKR period and the magnetic periodicity linked to the rotating cam current system, and for a degree of solar wind control of SKR power. That these features of the model agree with observations is not fortuitous. We looked for a way to link rotation to pulsing and to understand what might differ on the morningside and afternoonside of the magnetosphere in order to understand the preferential emission sector for SKR. We believe that the model put forward provides plausible answers. However, we recognize that the model has additional implications. It requires that the peak SKR power be dominated by the source in the southern ionosphere, at least during the epoch at which these observations are taken, that is, during the southern summer season on Saturn.
[47] What do the data say about the hemisphere of emission? The sources of SKR power were analyzed by Galopeau and Lecacheux. [2000] . They report (p. 13,095) that there are two main SKR sources in the Voyager observations and that ''they are located at high latitude (!60°) mainly on the morningside at 0800 -0900 LT [Galopeau et al., 1995] . Thus these two sources appear to be magnetically conjugate.'' It is not always possible to observe both sources simultaneously, but on occasion both sources (distinguished by the sense of polarization) are observed and it is found that the southern hemisphere source is the stronger during the epoch for which reports are available That observation is consistent with our model. A test of this interpretation may be possible if the Cassini mission survives significantly beyond equinox in August 2009 after which the dominant source should shift to the northern ionosphere, still at high latitude in the morning sector.
[48] Recent analysis of the relative phases of SKR power from northern and southern sources shows that they vary in phase (D. A. Gurnett, P. Zarka, and L. Lamy, personal communication, 2009) , an observation that does not directly fit the model presented here. In fact, there is, in the data used in this paper, some evidence of what could reconcile the observation with the model. Explanation of this feature of the emissions would require consideration of more than the primary current system of the model. It is possible that the northern hemisphere emissions are generated, at least in part, by currents that partially close the strongest upward current from the south (e.g., the field-aligned currents whose signatures are noted in Figures 6 -8) . We have not commented earlier on the reversed (closure) currents that are present in the data. Their signatures are the sharp increases of B 8 that follows the sharp decreases marked in Figures 6 -8 , which imply that downward currents flow just equatorward of the dominant upward currents. More analysis is needed, but the reverse local field-aligned currents could arise owing to the feedback associated with conductivity modification in the region where the upward currents couple to Pedersen currents in the ionosphere. Conductance contrasts could result from precipitation of the accelerated electrons that generate SKR emissions. Diversion of the Pedersen currents results from nonuniform conductance and can drive the reverse current that is observed. The reversed currents themselves may require acceleration of current-carrying electrons, this time above the northern ionosphere. Further work is needed to investigate the implications of these suggestions.
